
B r o k e r L i n k
Significantly increase Medicare enrollments through Connecture’s multi-carrier network

Health insurance carriers partner with Connecture to gain access to our Medicare distribution 
network of thousands of brokers and FMOs nationwide, from a single integration.

Easily increase distribution and Medicare enrollments through our 
simple process: 
• Connecture loads carrier plan and formulary data.
• We configure enrollment forms one time to include carrier branding and 

up to 15 custom questions. In addition, enrollment forms can be 
populated with provider information from an external site.

• Our multi-carrier partners choose carriers and products they want to sell.

Watch the number of enrollments multiply during AEP and throughout the year!

More QUOTES lead to more ENROLLMENTS
Gain access to 40,000 agents in 50 states and 25 national 
and regional multi-carrier agencies and aggregators. 

Of more than 791,000 Connecture 

Medicare and Medigap enrollments 

processed in the past year, 26% 

(or 204,667 enrollments) came directly 

from the BrokerLink Network.

26%

“Navigating a complex system like Medicare requires both easy-to-use technology and effective 
distribution between health plan carriers and selling partners to enable consumers to shop and 
enroll in their ‘best fit’ plan. BrokerLink provides the distribution network to get the job done.”

Sharon Poturica   SVP Product and Compliance, Connecture

204,667 
BrokerLink 
enrollments 
in the past year



About Connecture

Connecture offers the most widely adopted Medicare shopping and enrollment solution, providing millions of consumers every 

year with a simple digital experience for finding their best fit plans. With unique drug-pricing capabilities, Connecture arms 

consumers with reliable and time-tested out-of-pocket cost estimates to support better decision-making. Connecture’s multi-

channel automation saves consumers, carriers, brokers and call centers time navigating Medicare complexities, improving 

member satisfaction and retention. 

Connecture has been delivering compliant solutions for 20 years. Supporting 9 of the 10 top U.S. health insurance 

carriers, more than 30 national and regional FMOs, and with nearly 4,450 plans on our platform, Connecture processed 

791,000 Medicare and Medigap enrollments in the past year. Our regular consumer market surveys from more than 12,000 

respondents affords unique insights on consumer shopping and enrollment behavior, driving innovation in research and 

development.

Contact Us
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